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Intermittency in a Locally Forced Plane Couette Flow
S. Bottin, O. Dauchot, and F. Daviaud
Groupe Instabilités et Turbulence, SPEC, CEA Saclay, F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France
(Received 14 April 1997)
The plane Couette flow displays a globally subcritical transition to turbulence. When forced
by a thin wire introduced in the central plane, the basic flow bifurcates towards a new state of
streamwise vortices which break down through a complex spatiotemporal regime. When a bead is
introduced in the central plane, only a few vortices are generated. Their destabilization occurs via a
new type of temporal intermittency hard to understand within the framework of dynamical systems.
[S0031-9007(97)04572-9]
PACS numbers: 47.20.Dr, 47.15.–x, 47.20.Ky, 47.27.Cn
In spite of impressive progress, the problem of the tran-
sition to chaos and turbulence still offers numerous open
issues. Both manifest themselves as irregular regimes.
Temporal chaos is associated with systems where few
degrees of freedom are active owing to confinement ef-
fects, for which scenarios have been identified [1]. By
contrast, turbulence involves many spatial and temporal
scales. In between one finds spatiotemporal chaos where
the dynamics of ordered structures remains an important
ingredient [2].
In trying to identify steps in the transition process, a first
distinction can be made from the nature of the primary
bifurcation. Supercritical transitions are characterized by
continuous growth of the distance to the basic state in the
direction of some known unstable mode. Rayleigh-Bénard
convection is a typical example. A scenario then develops,
for which classical tools of (weakly) nonlinear analysis
are available. Another, strongly different, situation oc-
curs when the primary bifurcation is subcritical. In that
case, our understanding is much more limited and entirely
relies on our capability to determine branching solutions
that become stable at finite distance of the basic state. In
the realm of hydrodynamics, the plane Couette flow (PCF)
corresponds to this situation since it is known to be linearly
stable for all Reynolds numbers [3], whereas transition to
turbulence is observed in experiments [4]. The PCF there-
fore seems to be a good prototype for studying “globally
subcritical” transitions to turbulence [5], and has been the
subject of numerous studies accordingly.
In order to reach those nonlinear branching solutions the
most direct way is to excite the flow by an instantaneous
localized perturbation which serves as the initial condition
[6–8]. Turbulent spots generated in that way present a
core of small scale turbulence surrounded by streaky struc-
tures which are also observed when they relax [9]. Another
possibility has been explored by considering slight modifi-
cations of the original PCF configuration numerically [10].
Experimentally, this has also been done by introducing a
thin wire parallel to the spanwise direction by Dauchot
and Daviaud [11] who succeeded in stabilizing streamwise
counterrotating vortices. Further investigations have con-
firmed their role in the transition at the limit of the pure
PCF [9]. In this context, we first study the transition sce-
nario involving the breakdown of the streaks along the wire
leading to a quasi-1D spatiotemporal regime. Then, in an
attempt to understand it, we consider a modified experi-
ment where the localization of perturbations around a bead
placed in the middle of the flow yields a temporally inter-
mittent dynamics.
Our PCF setup is made of an endless transparent plastic
band guided by rollers achieving a shear flow without
mean advection (see [6] for details). The Reynolds number
is defined as R ­ Uhyn, where U is the speed of the wall,
h ­ 3.5 mm is half of the gap, and n is the kinematic
viscosity of water. The accuracy on the determination of
R is within 3%. Geometrically, we define the streamwise
direction as x, the normal to the wall direction as y, and
the spanwise direction as z. The test section is about
1 m long and using 2h as the length scale, the spanwise
aspect ratio is Gz ø 35 and the streamwise aspect ratio is
Gx ø 190. The flow can be forced in two ways. First,
as in [11] a thin wire of radius ryh [ f0.0035, 0.1714g,
parallel to the spanwise direction, is introduced in the
central plane. Second, as shown in Fig. 1, a little bead of
radius ryh ­ 0.35 is placed in the central plane and chosen
as the origin s0, 0, 0d of the reference frame. The bead
is held by a thin wire parallel to the streamwise direction
that does not disturb the flow, as shown in [9]. The s y, zd
structure of the flow close to the perturbation is revealed
FIG. 1. Modified Couette flow apparatus.
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from the light of a laser sheet diffused by a yellow dye
introduced close to the belt, at one entrance of the channel.
Its temporal behavior is studied using another laser sheet in
the sx, zd plane, illuminating the flow seeded with iriodin.
Figure 2 displays the bifurcation diagram of the flow
perturbed by the thin wire when varying ryh. Upon
increasing R, the first bifurcation of the basic state,
observed at R ­ R0, is towards streamwise vortices
extending all around the wire. For sufficiently large ryh
typically .0.02 the following sequence is observed: At a
larger R ­ R1, a second bifurcation takes place, where the
streamwise vortices are destabilized by localized turbulent
bursts. A complex intermittent spatiotemporal regime
sets in: A turbulent burst develops at some place, lasts for
a while, interacts strongly with the streamwise vortices,
and then relaxes. This process repeats itself elsewhere
later. Such a regime is usually called spatiotemporal
intermittency, at least in a loose sense [12]. For R . R2,
the turbulent bursts merge to form a sustained band of
turbulence all along the wire. Now, decreasing R from
above R2, the band of turbulence remains sustained down
to R3 . R2. By contrast for smaller ryh, the transition
from streamwise vortices to turbulence is essentially direct
and R1 . R2, while hysteresis is observed for the reverse
transition as R is decreased sR3 . 325 6 5d. A striking
feature of this bifurcation diagram is that, throughout the
ryh range, sustained turbulence can be observed above
R ­ R3 . 325 which is precisely the value found for the
minimal Reynolds number beyond which turbulent spots
can be generated in pure PCF [8].
The perturbation introduced by the wire preserves
translational invariance in the spanwise direction. As a
consequence, a quasi-one-dimensional regime of (provi-
sionally called) spatiotemporal intermittency, is obtained.
By contrast, using the bead, i.e., a pointwise perturbation,
gives rise to spatially localized processes. Below some
FIG. 2. Evolution of the phase diagram with ryh for the
wire.
threshold R00 (­105 6 3 in the present experiment with
ryh ­ 0.35), the flow remains featureless.
For R . R00, four pairs of stationary counterrotating
streamwise vortices are indeed stabilized: two on each side
of the bead. Figure 3(b) displays a s y, zd cut through the
two pairs of vortices on the right hand side of the structure
in Fig. 3(a). These vortices are similar to those observed
along the wire and described in previous studies [9,11]:
They occupy the whole gap, their separation is of the same
order as the wavelength of the streamwise vortices, and
their symmetries are comparable. The pairs of vortices
are labeled (a, b, c, and d) as shown in Fig. 3(a). Pairs
a and b are symmetrical with respect to a reflection about
the sx, yd plane. Pairs a and c are axially symmetrical with
respect to the z axis.
For R . R01s.300d the vortices become unstable and
bursts of turbulence are observed around the bead. How-
ever, turbulence is not sustained but intermittent. Prelimi-
nary observations indicate complex processes involving
vortex merging, creation, and breakdown which are still
under study. Turbulent bursts interrupting laminar inter-
missions are spatially similar to turbulent spots generated
by instantaneous perturbations [6–8]. They can develop
to become as wide as the span Lz . Turbulent domains
so created then collapse (relaminarization) homogenously
all over their surface. A relaxation towards a brief stage
of featureless flow is observed. Afterwards the pairs of
streamwise vortices, henceforth called the laminar state,
soon reappear.
For R . R02 ­ 325, when a turbulent burst occurs, it
no longer decays but turns into a sustained turbulent spot.
No hysteresis is observed when decreasing R sR03 ­ R02d.
FIG. 3. Photograph of the flow displaying (a) four streaks or
pairs of streamwise vortices in the sx, yd plane close to the bead.
(b) Section in the s y, zd plane of two pairs of counterrotating
streamwise vortices.
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The global phenomenon is very robust and does not seem
to be sensitive to boundary effects. Several experiments
have been performed with different layouts, varying the
bead diameter, its position, and the noise level. Whereas
the thresholds were slightly dependent on the experimental
conditions, the intermittent behavior could be observed on
roughly the same range of Reynolds numbers.
Quantitatively, the intermittent regime has been char-
acterized from the spatiotemporal record of the light dif-
fused by iriodin particles along a line xyh ­ 4 in the
central plane y ­ 0. An excerpt of the signal is displayed
in Fig. 4(a), corresponding to about 10 min. Thanks to the
z to 2z symmetry, only half sz . 0d of the signal needs
to be presented and further processed.
Eight experiments of 1 h each have been recorded at
a rate of 5 lines per sec, for R ­ 300, 306, 310, 314,
320, and 330. Information has been compressed by de-
tecting the spanwise location zmax of the maximum of
the average intensity Iszd ­ s1yzd
P
i­1,imax
Iszi , td, where
i [ f1, 256g is the index of the pixel in the line correspond-
ing to a given instant of time t. The temporal signal zmaxstd
is then processed in order to detect the laminar-turbulent
alternation. The mean lifetime of laminar and turbulent
events ktlaml and ktturbl are then computed, as well as
the fraction of time spent in the turbulent state Ft , called
the turbulent fraction. For R ­ 300 and 330 less than 20
events were observed; the flow is still too close to the two
thresholds R01 and R02. For R ­ 306, 310, 314, and 320
the number of events varies between 40 and 100.
FIG. 4. (a) Excerpt from a spatiotemporal diagram (see text
for detail). (b) The corresponding time series zstd.
Figure 5 displays the evolution of these quantities with
the Reynolds number. The error bars indicate the measure-
ment accuracy for R, as well as for the turbulent fraction,
whereas it represents the standard deviation for the lami-
nar and turbulent mean lifetime distribution. The large
value of the standard deviation is due to the low number
of events at R ­ 300, 330 and also reveals the proximity
of the thresholds R01 and R02. For the other Reynolds num-
bers, it is more representative of the width of the distribu-
tion since there are enough samples to study the statistics.
A detailed study of the distribution is in progress, but we
can already mention that two kinds of events can be distin-
guished: long and short ones. As expected, Ft increases
with R, and its rapid variation allows a good determina-
tion of the intermittency threshold R01 slightly below 300.
FIG. 5. Evolution of the turbulent fraction (a), the mean
lifetime of laminar (b), and turbulent (c) events, with the
Reynolds number.
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ktlaml increases rapidly while ktturbl decreases to the fi-
nite value .240 sec upon decreasing R to R01. When in-
creasing R, Ft saturates to its maximum value Ft ­ 1 for
R
0
2 ­ 325 that we recognize as the value beyond which
turbulence around the wire becomes sustained.
The destabilization of the streaks around the bead, ana-
lyzed here as a temporal process, thus shares strong simi-
larities with the spatiotemporal behavior observed around
wires of sufficiently large diameter (see Fig. 2). Whereas
turbulent bursts were nucleated at random places along the
wire, they are now attached to the bead. In some sense,
the structure is spatially frozen and spatiotemporal inter-
mittency is converted into temporal intermittency, which
suggests to interpret phenomena within the theory of low-
dimensional dynamical systems. In this framework, sev-
eral routes to chaos have been recognized [1]; however
features characteristic of known scenarios (e.g., [13–15])
have not been clearly identified up to now. Some enlight-
ening is expected from the detailed study of the streak
breakdown and relaminarization steps that is currently un-
derway [16]. Interestingly, the same kind of process has
been observed by Coughlin [17] in numerical simulations
of the PCF in confined geometry and can be understood
in terms of homoclinic bifurcation of the kind present in
simple models such as that derived by Waleffe [18]. The
dynamics observed around the bead can then be interpreted
as the result of a spatial freezing of the complex spatiotem-
poral dynamics observed along the wire resulting from
such a mechanism. The obtained regime of temporal inter-
mittency, typical of low-dimensional systems, in fact de-
velops in an extended system. As such it keeps a trace of
the large number of degrees of freedom that can be eas-
ily excited in the spatiotemporal regime. This observation
explains why it has been empirically difficult to make a
connection with standard scenarios but also suggests im-
plications for the study of the transition to turbulence in
other weakly confined systems.
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